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They happily do the 
dirty work for you.  
Tools and  
dust extractors  
from Bosch.

Whether structural work, refurbishment or renova-

tion: jobsites are tough places. Circular saws, tile 

cutters, angle grinders, wall chasers, concrete 

grinders, combi and rotary hammers produce a lot 

of dust when used. This is where the dust extractors 

from Bosch are in their element. 

Our Click & Clean System collects the dust straight-

away where it originates, and it ensures a better 

view and protects your airways. This enables you to 

work more quickly and comfortably. Equipped with 

the right products from the Bosch Click & Clean 

System, not only will you meet every deadline, you 

will also comply with the strict health and safety 

measures. 

And not only your health is protected, but also your 

power tools and accessories. 
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GBR 14 CA Professional concrete grinder 

Clean lasts longer: the patented dustproof system 

ensures an unrivalled lifetime. Excellent tool control 

enables you to achieve a great grinding result. Maxi-

mum user protection due to soft start, starting current 

limitation, overload protection and armoured coil. 

Structural work is a job for tough guys.  
And Bosch ensures that everything fits.

To achieve completely satisfactory results, everything has to work together perfectly. This is why Bosch 

develops dust extraction systems, power tools and accessories that are precisely harmonised with 

each other. We therefore make work easier for you by providing the greatest possible compatibility. Find 

out for yourself about the advantages of the Bosch Click & Clean System:

Maximum performance with a high level of user protec-

tion and a clean result with fast work progress: all Bosch 

dust extractors with 35 mm hose system offer optimum 

dust extraction when cutting with Bosch angle grinders. 

The dust extraction guard with cutting guide provides 

GWS 15-125 CIE Professional angle grinder 

large support surfaces and very good extraction 

performance. Of course, the new Click & Clean System 

also works perfectly with the GWS 18 V-LI and  

GWS 18-125 V-LI Professional cordless angle grinders.
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GNF 20 CA/35 CA/65 A Professional  

wall chasers 

Wall chasers with dust extraction port:  

the patented dustproof system from Bosch 

guarantees the longest lifetime. Maximum 

user protection due to closed protective guard, 

restart lock and plunge lock.

Dust extraction hammer with SDS-plus: GBH 2-23 REA Professional

The flexible solution for drilling and hammer drilling: 

the GBH 2-23 REA Professional dust extraction hammer 

can be used with the supplied, detachable dust box to 

work in tight spaces or overhead. When large amounts 

of dust are present or you are drilling rows of holes, the 

dust extraction hammer can be simply connected to a 

dust extractor using an optional adapter set. Retaining 

valves reliably prevent dust from escaping in every 

application. The adapter set also enables low levels of 

dust when working with core cutters.
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Work cleanly by dry drilling with dust extraction. The 

tool comes complete with a dust extraction hose. The 

GTR 30 CE Professional offers a wide range of applica-

tions from simple circular cutouts through to freehand 

cuts. The vertical hold on the tool ensures the best 

possible view of the work surface and maximum control.

GTR 30 CE Professional tile router

GCT 115 Professional tile cutter 

Everything’s there, except for dust: the 

GCT 115 Professional tile cutter is the 

 ideal solution for working with low dust 

levels in tiles thanks to its dust extraction 

protective guard, dust extraction hose and 

hose fixing directly on the tool.

Everything works hand in hand on the jobsite. 
This begins with the tools.
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Perfectly harmonised with all Bosch dust extractors: the 

optimised dust extraction outlet ensures that chips are 

collected in the best possible way. What’s more, you always 

achieve a good cut with the powerful 2000 watt motor.  

GCM 12 JL Professional mitre saw

GTS 10 XC and GTS 10 J Professional 

 table saw with dust extraction adapter

Two in one swoop: dust is extracted with  

a dust extractor at two points using the 

TSVH 3 dust extraction adapter. This is 

done directly on the protective guard  

and on the back of the tool. Less dust – 

more result.

GKS 65 GCE Professional  

hand-held circular saw 

Keep track of everything at all times: the profes-

sional dust extraction system with dust  extrac tion 

adapter ensures low levels of dust when sawing, 

so that you always have a clear view of the cut-

ting position. The same also  applies, of course, 

to our GKS 18 V-LI Professional and GKS 36 V-LI 

Professional cordless circular saws and many 

other corded circular saws.

Integrated spacers enable lightning fast changing 

between maximum horizontal and maximum vertical 

cutting capacity.
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